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 I. Introduction to the Topic 

 Climate change is getting worse and the whole world is affected. The Arctic Circle is one 
 place that is directly affected by this issue. It is located most northerly of the five major 
 circles. In fact, it is the northernmost region of the world. The Arctic circle sits at around 
 6633’47.4” north latitude, and there’s at least one day a year when the sun is visible for 24 
 hours. The arctic circle covers around 8 million square miles (4% of the earth). 
 However, the Artic circle is confronted with the major issue of global warming from human 
 activities which has removed at least 75% of the summer sea ice volume at rates never before 
 experienced in human history. This unique place is extraordinarily vulnerable, but of all the 
 world’s oceans, it is the least protected. Less than 1.5% of this area has any form of protected 
 area status. Especially on the high seas, and the global commons, there is no protection at all. 
 Moreover, there is a rising issue of the arctic coastal countries (Canada, Greenland, Norway, 
 Russia and the United States) claiming the rights to valuable resources found outside their 
 national borders, and they have all submitted applications for polar seabed expansion. The 
 government and industry see the opening of the Arctic as another business opportunity for 
 commercial fishing, fresh water, minerals, coal, iron, copper, oil, gas, and shipping, putting 
 this valuable region and the world at even greater risk. 

 II. Definition of Key Terms 

 Arctic circle:  The parallel of latitude that is approximately  66.5 degrees north of the equator 

 and that circumscribes the northern frigid zone. 

 Arctic Five:  United States, Russia, Canada, Norway  and Denmark 



 The Arctic States:  They are any and all regions bordering the Arctic Region. This includes 

 Alaska (United States), Canada, Finland, Greenland (Denmark), Iceland, Norway, Russia and 

 Sweden. 

 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS):  UNCLOS lays down a 

 comprehensive regime of law and order in the world’s oceans and seas establishing rules 

 governing all uses of the oceans and their resources. 

 Arctic Climate Change, Economy and Society:  It is  a European Project which aims to 

 assess climate change impacts on marine transportation, fisheries, marine mammals and the 

 extraction of oil and gas in the Arctic Ocean. 

 Arctic Research and Policy Act (ARPA):  It is a public  law which provides for a 

 comprehensive national policy dealing with national research needs and objectives in the 

 Arctic 

 Arctic sanctuary:  The proposed Arctic Sanctuary is  a highly protected area (or marine 

 reserve) that will be off-limits to all extractive and destructive uses, covering the central 

 Arctic Ocean beyond the 200 nautical mile limit of Arctic coastal states’ exclusive economic 

 zones. This region is technically defined as “high seas” under the United Nations Convention 

 on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). It is universally recognised as the global commons, the shared 

 responsibility of the entire international community. 

 Greenpeace:  It is an independent global campaigning  organisation that acts to change 

 attitudes and behaviour, protect and conserve the environment and promote peace. 

 III. Key Stakeholders 

 Canada: 

 Canada planned a deep-sea "naval facility" in Naniacivik at the entrance of the controversial 

 Northwest Passage. Canada has promised to build armed icebreakers, patrol ships and several 

 other vessels to take over the Arctic (under former Prime Minister Stephen Harper). In 2011, 

 Canada also conducted large-scale "military exercises" in the region. 

 Canada is also looking for ways to make the Northwest route a practical commercial transport 

 route to Europe. As ice cover decreases, routes that can be shipped regularly in the summer 

 are brightened. Both Russia and Canada want to control these strategic commercial routes. 



 Thus, militarization, which builds capabilities along routes that can defend their interests, has 

 become key, leading to building military infrastructure in the Arctic infrastructure. In short, 

 access to vast resources under the Arctic, competitive territorial claims and a desire to control 

 strategic transport routes are increasing the militarization of the Arctic. 

 China: 

 China is now attempting to enter a new trade route by making it part of the international 

 one-on-one initiative. The Belt and Road Initiative is a $1 trillion project that connects 

 several continents on trade around China. The ambitious plan includes creating a 

 6,000-kilometer sea route connecting China, Southeast Asia, Oceania and North Africa 

 ('road') as well as building a railway and road infrastructure connecting China to Midwest 

 Asia, Middle East and Europe (‘belt’) 

 Earlier this year, Beijing issued a white paper detailing its North Sea route plan. "China is an 

 active participant, builder and contributor to the Arctic issue and has made every effort to 

 contribute wisdom to the development of the Arctic region," he said. Beijing ultimately hopes 

 to use open sea routes as a shortcut to trade with Europe, which will shorten travel time and 

 cost it. Russia is not happy with this because it fears China wants to intervene in its claims. 

 But the rising superpower is moving forward. And as the Arctic ice continues to melt, the 

 value of the region will increase. 

 Russian Federation: 

 The Russian Federation hopes to utilize the Arctic's natural resources, protect the ecosystem, 

 use the sea as a transportation system for Russia's interests, and remain an area of peace and 

 cooperation. The Russian Federation has made major military advances to increase its 

 presence in the Arctic region and also has plans to strengthen it. Since 15 April 1926, the 

 Russian Federation has claimed ownership of the Arctic over land between 32'04'35'E and 

 168'49'30'W, which applies to islands and land within the region. On 12 March 1997, Russia 

 ratified the UNCLOS, which allowed countries to claim continental shelf expansion. On 

 August 2007, a 2007 Russian expedition led by Artur Chillingarov planted a Russian flag at 

 the seabed of the Arctic Ocean. Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavro said in response to 

 the action, "The aim of this expedition is not to stake Russia's claims, but to show that our 

 shelf reaches to the North Pole." 

 United States of America: 



 In the past U.S. President Donald Trump signed an executive order overturning Obama-era 

 oil drilling restrictions. But the industry experts, researchers, and veterans of the Far North 

 said there were many obstacles left to reap the wealth once blocked by ice. Conservationists 

 also oppose large-scale extraction of Arctic resources, fearing that the fragile environment 

 would suffer irreversible damage. 

 In August 2015, the United States allowed Shell to drill oil in the Chukchi Sea, located in the 

 Arctic Circle of Alaska. The U.S. Coast Guard has already deployed "sophisticated ships, 

 aircraft and other maritime assets" to the Alaska Arctic during Shell's Arctic drilling. 

 Through this presence, the United States has not only exploited the energy resources of the 

 Arctic region but also tried to maintain a 'military presence' deep within the region. 

 IV. Key Issues including Background Information 

 You should provide your delegates with 3-5 possible key or at-stake issues regarding the 
 topic from different perspectives so that your delegates can use these key issues to guide their 
 draft Resolutions. Include any background including recent or more historical information 
 that will explain why the issue is significant & relevant which will help your delegates figure 
 out what is at stake. Each Key Issue should include relevant Background. 
 Key Issue 1: 

 There are several challenges that hinder the development of parts of the Arctic and the use of 

 its resources. North America's search for fossil fuels has been slow in recent years. One 

 reason is low oil prices, which, along with public pressure, have made Arctic shortcuts less 

 attractive to shipping companies. The fall in prices has hit Alaska's budget hard because it 

 relies heavily on oil and gas imports. 

 Key Issue 2: 

 The Arctic resource competition means competition among global entities for new natural 

 resources in the Arctic. Under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, Canada, 

 Russia, Denmark, Norway, and the United States have the legal right to use the Arctic's 

 natural resources in exclusive economic zones (although the U.S. has not yet ratified the 

 treaty, it considers and complies with customary international law). In the early 21st century, 

 controversy over the Arctic region and its resources created greater possibilities for conflict 

 between countries that had long held different opinions on territorial claims and how to 

 manage the region. 



 Key Issue 3: 

 Due to the lack of clear laws, many borders in the Arctic region remain heavily disputed. The 

 United States and Canada have had border issues in the Beaufort Sea; Denmark and Canada 

 have had border issues in the Lincoln Sea; Norway and Russia continue to have border issues 

 in the Barents Sea. These are only a few examples of the many disputes present in the Arctic, 

 which may pose a threat to international peace and security if not solved properly through 

 appropriate diplomatic and legal channels. 

 Key Issue 4: 

 The rugged nature of the Arctic also slows development which causes conflicts between 

 critical countries. Only 10 percent of Northwest routes are being surveyed on the latest basis, 

 meaning that unknown shallow beaches can pose serious risks to transportation. Currents are 

 expected to push polar ice into the aisle for decades, limiting the route to sturdy ships with 

 skilled navigators and this further raises the issue of high insurance costs. 

 appropriate diplomatic and legal channels. 

 Key Issue 5: 

 The Arctic region is home to about 400,000 natives and if the ice continues to melt at its 

 current rate, these indigenous people are in danger of being displaced. When ice melts, 

 methane is released and since ice reflects incoming solar radiation, without ice, the sea will 

 absorb more radiation (albedo effect). When water is heated, ocean acidification will occur, 

 and when ice melts, sea levels will rise which will follow up with more significant issues 

 globally. 

 V. Timeline of Resolutions, Treaties, and Events 

 Timeline of Resolutions, Treaties, and Events 

 Date  Description of event 



 December 1959 

 Twelve nations (Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, Japan, New 
 Zealand, Norway, South Africa, United Kingdom, United States, and USSR) 
 sign the Antarctic Treaty in Washington with the intent to demilitarize 
 Antarctica, establishing it as a zone free of nuclear tests and radioactive waste, 
 and ensuring its use for peaceful purposes; whilst promoting international 
 scientific cooperation in Antarctica; this also sets aside disputes over territorial 
 sovereignty. 

 2011 
 Since 2011, over 8 million metric tons have been harvested from Arctic waters 
 each year for commercial, artisanal, subsistence, and recreational uses, after 
 declining from its peak of 17million tons in 1968. 

 May 2013 

 The eight Arctic States signed the Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical 
 and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic during the 8th Arctic Council 
 Ministerial in Nuuk, Greenland (Denmark). This was the first legally binding 
 agreement negotiated under the auspices of the Arctic Council. It coordinated 
 life-saving international maritime and aeronautical SAR coverage and 
 responded among the Arctic States across an area of about 13 million square 
 miles in the Arctic. 

 May 2013 

 The eight Arctic States signed the Agreement on Cooperation on Marine Oil 
 Pollution Preparedness and Response in the Arctic during the 9th Arctic 
 Council Ministerial in Kiruna, Sweden. The agreement strengthened 
 cooperation, coordination, and mutual assistance among Arctic nations on oil 
 pollution preparedness and responded in the region to protect the marine 
 environment. 

 2020 
 The adoption of an HFO ban has been under discussion for much of the past 
 decade. At the end of 2020, the IMO’s Marine Environment Protection 
 Committee moved to ban the use and carriage of the HFO and the ban is 
 expected to be formally adopted by the full IMO assembly in 2021. 

 2021 
 From 2021, significant EU support for a just transition away from peat will be 
 available in northeast Finland and for the transformation of energy-intensive 
 industries in northern Sweden. 

 2022 

 In its 2021 Arctic policy statement, EU policymakers advanced the ‘leaving 
 carbon in the ground’ approach by considering not importing hydrocarbons 
 from newly opened extractive developments. For half of the Arctic – the 
 Russian Arctic – and therefore most of the region’s known hydrocarbon 
 deposits, this goal has now become a de facto reality. 

 VI. Possible Challenges & Solutions 

 Key Issue 1: 



 Increased United Nations participation could improve the situation in the Arctic region. 

 Currently, the only maritime law with a UN presence in the Arctic region is the United 

 Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), the only international law governing 

 the rights and responsibilities of all countries in the Arctic, but the UN has not created any 

 additional documents on Arctic militarization other than the 320 articles in the UNCLOS 

 treaty. 

 Key Issue 2: 

 The most controversial part of Antarctica is its enormous wealth in terms of mineral 

 resources. The Arctic provides a huge supply of natural resources, which, if used by military 

 means, can be extremely dangerous to international security. All members of the solution 

 must agree to these conditions, but there is a problem that awaits these countries. In the 

 future, there will be a significant shortage of natural resources due to greater demand than 

 supply. Therefore, in the future, when all other resources are almost depleted, the Arctic will 

 hold a huge supply. Thus, the motivation for using Arctic resources is potentially greater than 

 the agreements made with other countries, especially if they are not binding and out of the 

 free will. 

 Key Issue 3: 

 Creating a common ground for all nations to reside in will provide all nations with an equal 

 voice, opportunity and outcome in the resolution of this issue. 

 Representative delegates may also think it wise for countries that have already taken action in 

 relation to the Arctic issue to come up with a joint treaty that replaces all existing treaties 

 with the above-mentioned characteristics. If they do, it should be recommended that they 

 consider who will sign the treaty, whether countries will sign the treaty, and who will be 

 responsible for them. Delegates should also consider whether creating a completely new 

 treaty will make the situation more effective or less effective and continuously think whether 

 these solutions can be changed flexibly to cope with direct challenges, or is static so that it 

 provides a sturdy legal framework to base other options on. 
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